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Every now and then1
Think about how you were/what you looked like/how or where
you lived ten or 15 years ago. Make four sentences about
yourself then and now.

1. I used to ___________________________________________________ ,

but now I __________________________________________________ .

2. I used to ___________________________________________________ ,

but ________________________________________________________ .

3. I ___________________________________________________________ .

4. I ___________________________________________________________ .

Do I have to?3
Use ‘mustn’t’ or ‘don’t have to’ to complete the sentences.

1. We lock the doors at midnight, so you ________________ be late.

2. You ________________ go to school on Sundays.

3. You ________________ go to the doctor for a minor cut.

4. If you’re German, you ________________ carry your passport if you want

to visit Belgium.

5. If you’re American, you ________________ forget to carry your passport

when you leave the US.

World of work – What’s my line*? 2

a Can you guess what Karen and Bob do for a living?
(They each work alone.)

b Complete the sentences with these words
to say what you think.
may • might • can’t • must

Karen ____________ be a millionaire.

_______________ be an artist.

_______________ be a student.

_______________ be a housewife.

Bob _______________ be a dentist.

_______________ be in the army.

_______________ be a veterinarian. 

_______________ be an architect.

Karen

➔ hasn’t got a lot of money

➔ owns a lot of paintings

➔ works at home

➔ goes to art exhibitions regularly

Bob

➔ sometimes flies in a helicopter

➔ loves animals

➔ spends a lot of time outdoors

➔ has a special medical license

*business/profession

Grammar Reference Section: ‘Must/have to’

Note
BE: housewife
AE: homemaker
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